
San Francisco Green Party Mayor Candidate Questionnaire 2024

Due Date: Friday, June 21, 11:59 pm

Instructions:

1. There are 10 sections to this questionnaire. Each section

corresponds to the 10 Key Values of the Green Party.

2. Each section contains one or more written questions and ends with

several multiple-choice questions. Please don't skip the written

questions.

3. The multiple-choice questions are answered by checking the box in the

appropriate column to indicate which is closest to your position:

+ = Support / Agree / Yes

- = Oppose / Disagree / No

? = Undecided / Don't know / No opinion

4. The world is too complex to always break down neatly into

yes/no/maybe choices, so feel free to clarify any answers to multiple

choice questions with a few words.

Candidate Name: Ellen Lee Zhou, Republican

Phone Number: 415-920-3963

Web site: www.MayorEllen.com

E-mail: Ellen@MayorEllen.com

Name of Campaign Manager: Jason Zeng, volunteer

Are you receiving public financing? Not at the moment. It is hard to get matching fund for people who
care about people like me. I told people to volunteer, no need to donate.

Signed voluntary spending limit? Not yet. No need. I only have very basic donation to run a people
overtake campaign.
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Major Endorsements: Steven Bailey, Retired Judge,

David Lopez, Seal Team 8, Save Children and Victims from Human Trafficking,

Scott Bennett, Bush Adm. Official / Former Army Officer, State Dept, Counter-terrorism

Analyst and David Sumrall, Founder of Stop Hate Awareness Program.

Your 2nd, 3rd choices for Mayor:

Ellen: Not decided yet. But will be soon. We are looking for two partners who love SF and willing to
protect children, no murdering little human beings, willing to challenge the deep state actresses and actors
within current adm.. Willing to stand up for FREE speech and FREEDOM.

Who did you endorse for Mayor in 2019 (all 3 choices, if applicable)?

Ellen: I don't remember. I was number two out of seven candidates. With your party support in 2024, I
will be the next Mayor to restore righteousness. My team will bring SF back to the people.

1) Grassroots Democracy:

A) What are your thoughts on Instant Runoff Voting, and District

Elections? How have they worked to date? What would you change in

the future? What about Proportional Representation?

Ellen: If you study the political machines in SF city hall and its government for 20 years, you will learn
most of these public codes and regulations designed to destroy good people, support people with criminal
intent mind or welcome criminals. SF is a test city for the one world order government. Covid19 vaccine
is a kill shot, planned by deep state globalists.

There is no much hope nor future for our children and grandchildren. As your new mayor, we will focus
on children, youth, families and business. We will create policies for SF first. Each political party like
your Green party should be part of the city team for changes. Look for me to join my revolutionary team
in city hall in January 2025.

+ - ?

[ x ] [ ] [ ] Sub-government such as Neighborhood Assemblies, Networks or District Councils

[ x ] [ ] [ ] Voters' right to recall elected officials

[ x ] [ ] [ ] Residency requirements for elected officials should be strictly enforced
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B) What strategies would you employ to reduce corruption in San

Francisco government?

Ellen: When I am in the Mayor's office, I will set up a non-partisan, citizen's safety committee, per a
district and per a community, on volunteer basis, mostly retired people with no salary, only stipend for
food and transportation. We will audit each dept. income and expenses, trace all bank transactions, audit
contractors and audit public incomes and expenses, openly report to the public, allow the public to make
decision on public safety and public health issues. We will re-direct funds to benefit good people with
good intent. When I am in the office, there will be a reduce of government power, no need for this big
government to abuse the people. I will give power to individual for her or his invention to improve our
city and its structure.

+ - ?

[ x ] [ ] [ ] Ethics Commission should be disbanded

[ x ] [ ] [ ] Ethics Commission meetings should be televised

[ x ] [ ] [ ] Ethics Commission should prioritize investigating violations from well-funded
campaigns

[ ] [ x] [ ] My campaign is supported or promoted by a Super PAC

[ ] [ x ] [ ] My campaign has attended events sponsored by "Neighbors for a Better SF",
"TogetherSF", "GrowSF" and/or "YIMBY" From Ellen: are these organization part of the deep state
operation or are they for the people in SF? Non-democrat like me, no allowed to join mayoral debate. If
people in these group only selected deep state players for our government, then I believe they are part of
the set up to fool the public, another word, they are part of the problems, also called election interference!

Ellen: I called Ethics Com out during many public hearings, the most unethical dept., it is a set to protect
the dark money, money laundry to deceive the public. If you take a look closer and find out who are the
leaders for this dept.? How did they end up in the dept.? Then you will now what I mean. I am a
Republican. I am not allowed to mayoral debates. The dark money organizers keep telling voters only five
mayoral candidates. SF has been sold out to communism for a long time.

Who can qualify for public matching funds? Who created the program? It is the same dark side operate
corruption openly, just that people don't understand the corruption. I will work with leaders who are
willing to protect public interests, not the interest of the cabal actors and actress.

2) Ecological Wisdom: Please outline your view of the major

environmental and ecological issues facing San Francisco and your
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proposed policies to address them.

Ellen: I need to understand the whole program with evidence to answer these questions. Many of the SF
public problems are man-made or destroy by design. But I also believe if we have good leaders, the two
areas should not be any issue.

In order for my new team to act on something new, we need a new assessment, pros and cons to provide
support. We will interview people to find out how we can best take care of each other.

+ - ?

[ ] [ ] [ x ] Phasing out all diesel and biodiesel transit (e.g., Muni, tour, shuttles)

[ ] [ ] [ x ] Public Power with 100% local/regional clean energy mandate and elected utility board

[ ] [ ] [ x ] Install local/regional clean energy, efficiency, and battery storage and microgrids to
supply 100% of our electricity by 2035

[ x ] [ ] [ ] Reducing or eliminating parking minimums in new housing and commercial
developments

[ ] [ ] [ x ] In the Bayview and on Treasure Island, halt all US Navy land transfers to the city or
developers, and halt all development, until all sites are retested and cleaned to Residential Standards

[ ] [ ] [ x ] Non-native Tree Removals

[ ] [ ] [ x ] Use of herbicides in public parks

[ ] [ ] [ x ] Artificial turf on City-owned athletic fields

[ ] [ ] [ x ] Managed retreat, Coastal Zone protection, and restoring wetlands in response to
Global Warming

3) Social Justice:

A) What is your assessment of homelessness in San Francisco, and what

solutions do you propose?

Ellen: I lived and worked for SF for more than 38 years. I worked for public health from 2006 to 2022,
until I was wrongfully terminated by London Breed for not accepting the covid19 shots. I do street
ministries with Team Jesus people to save homeless from the Homeless Business controlled by
politicians.
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Many of the non-profit are the machines for the career politicians, that are not helping homeless. Current
adm. Using homeless as numbers to get taxpayer money for their own political gains.

My new team will do re-evaluation to root out the corruption. I watched how corrupted many of the career
politicians do to abuse the homeless. Homeless is transitional, not permanent. Why career politician like
to keep homeless to be homeless?

By using the homeless numbers to get tax payer money. 2005, Gavin Newsom said he would end
homeless. Back then, we have about 2,000 homeless. I watched how corrupted politicians depend on the
homeless for their political power. More than half of the homeless are NOT from San Francisco. Other
cities leaders told homeless to come to SF for benefits. Many sick and evil leaders use the homeless
information to vote for their "desire" leaders. Many homeless moved, missing or died, but they still vote.

You can verify with homeless shelter vs voter's information. SF set up 17 mail- in drop in ballot boxes,
non of them has camera to monitor. Election corruption! 2024, more and more homeless missing or
passed away on the streets. The problem is voters vote the same leaders with the same wicked desire.

People get what they vote. If voters are awakening now, they should vote republican. Democratic party
believes in many un-American values. We have so many communism democrat leaders. It is their way or
the high way. You can compare the two party believes.

+ - ?

[ ] [ ] [ x ] Project Homeless Connect

[ ] [ ] [ x ] Care Not Cash

[ ] [ ] [ x ] Healthy SF

[ ] [ ] [ x ] Housing As A Right

[ ] [ ] [ x ] Housing First for Homeless, Addiction, Mental Health

[ ] [ ] [ x ] Law against sitting or camping on SF sidewalks

[ ] [ ] [ x ] I support more homeless navigation centers in my neighborhood

B) What are your views on housing affordability, what public sector

strategies have worked, which have failed, and what are your proposals?

Ellen: As of June 13, 2024, we have 36% empty apartments and building in SF. We have enough between
supply and demand. The problem is, who are the people behind the control? Why building more building
when we have 36% empty?

Why career politicians continue to shout out for more new housing when we have 35% empty vacancies?
Why? Who benefits from new buildings? Corruption! SF has been controlled by a group of sick and evil
communism mind set democrats for more than 20 years. Their job is to destroy SF as a test city. My job,
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as a new Mayor, will restore God's love and hope to make SF safe and clean. Resist globalism! Resist
agenda 2030! Remove anyone not for the SF people.

+ - ?

[ ] [ ] [ x ] Building more market rate housing will lower housing costs for current SF residents

[ ] [ ] [ x ] Impacts of all new development should be paid for in advance by fees on developers

[ ] [ ] [ x ] Community Land Trusts

[ ] [ ] [ x ] Rent Control is too strong

[ ] [ ] [ x ] Waive Environmental Review to build Moderate and Low Income Housing

[ ] [ ] [ x ] Social Housing (similar to https://www.sfcommunityhousingact.com/)

[ ] [ ] [ x ] Ban on Airbnb and other short term rentals

[ ] [ ] [ x ] Vacancy tax on residential property and "pied-a-terre" homes

[ ] [ ] [ x ] Flipping taxes on housing speculation

[ ] [ ] [ x ] 10-year waiting period before corporate and nonresident owners can sell purchased
housing properties

[ ] [ ] [ x ] Condo conversion is currently too difficult

4) Nonviolence: What are your solutions for SFPD accountability while

making the streets safer?

Ellen: I am for police. I back the blue 100%. But I am against police brutality. I am against failing leaders.
I am for open communication between the people and public servants.

London Breed fired 200 police who refused accepting the experimental drug, covid19, then telling the
public SFPD is short staff, that is a lie!

Stop ticketing drivers and focus on crime prevention. We need a more loving and caring environment, that
allow the police to enforce law and order.

As a new mayor, I will re-train all police to follow the U.S. constitution, to end criminals coming to
destroy SF Business. My new adm. will train SF residents to enforce common laws to return power to the
people, at the same time allow police to do their job. Most police are good people with good heart for
their job. We have to ask the police dept., see what do they need in order to help them.

+ - ?
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[ ] [ ] [ x] Prioritize SFPD enforcement of moving violations

[ ] [ ] [ x ] Support expansion of foot patrols

[ ] [ ] [ x ] Demand stricter accountability in future MOUs with the SFPD

[ ] [ ] [ x ] The Board of Supervisors should be able to set policies and priorities for the SFPD
through legislation

[ ] [ ] [ x ] Support a public safety program modeled after NYC's "Stop and Frisk."

[ ] [ ] [ x ] Prosecution of SFPD officers involved in violet attacks on, and fatal shooting deaths
of, SF residents and visitors

[ ] [ ] [ x ] End cash bail for nonviolent crimes

[ ] [ ] [ x ] Cut police funding and increase social program spending, and establish community
control of neighborhood policing

5) Decentralization:

A) What are your thoughts on the Kaufman Charter of 1996? Does it

need revisiting? Would you support replacing the Strong Mayor system

with commissions where the majority of members are appointed by the

Board of Supervisors, or directly elected?

Ellen: It is sad to inform all SF residents, that we, SF has no people government for a long time. Many
residents forgot our government should be governed by the People, not the politicians. We have a
dictatorship leadership now.

Why? I am an immigrant and being here in SF for 38 years. SF has been taking over by communists and
the enemies within our local government for more than 20 years. In what ways? I worked and lived in SF.

I worked for SF government and witnessed these evil leaders destory families, chilren, education and
anyone who opposed them.

Democracy means you win I win and we both win. But not in SF election process or selected into office
officials. Someday, when God is willing, all these wicked leaders will be exposed and will be

punished if they continue to do what they do. Can anyone tell me, what is good about current adm.?
Between 2018 to present, what happen to SF?

Ellen: We should NOT use public money to advocate for those who abuse property owners, specially
small property owners.
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With and without rent board, the property owners are the one suffer. Give free attorneys to find property
owners is not a good practice.

Why do we have 36% empty apartments? The government should NOT be expand this big, the biggest
the government, the bigger problems we have.

SF's budget is the BIGGEST in the entire world! Why? When I am the mayor 2025, there will a lot of
structure changes, no need to impose these public policies to burden our residents, workers and families.

+ - ?

[ ] [ ] [ x ] Elected Rent Board

[ ] [ ] [ x ] Elected Public Utility Board

[ ] [ ] [ x ] Bring the Housing Authority under the Board of Supervisors

B) The city currently uses non-profits to provide social services. Do

you think this is an appropriate model? Why or why not?

Ellen: We have about 1,000 non-profit agencies. Same work less pay for non-profit workers. I worked for
SF government as a Family Social Worker for almost 20 years. I watched how selected leaders corrupted
the public taxpayer systems. It is time for the truth to come out. As a new Mayor, I will audit all accounts
between government and non-profits, small city like SF, has about 1,000 non-profit. Why? Who are they?
Are they really in services?

I know how to crack them down and trace the money back. My team will retrain the homeless to get away
from career politician and their friends. Many of our current social problems created by those in office,
made the public stupid, then look for them for solutions, when we don’t have problems to start with. Trust
your own experience in SF? Am I right? Compare the blue cities vs. red cities, you will know what I
meant here. As a new mayor, I will follow the money and end those corrupted programs. I will re-create
public interest projects to reward good behavior to benefit local workers and SF residents.

+ - ?

[ ] [ ] [ x ] Expand Participatory Budgeting to at least 5% of the SF Budget

[ ] [ ] [ x ] Charter amendment allowing voters to choose the replacement of an elected official
being recalled on the same ballot as the recall vote

[ ] [ ] [ x ] Immediately implement open-source voting system for SF elections

Ellen: SF has the most $$$ in the entire world. Who controlled the public banking accounts? Voters has
the right to replace any public officials. SF's voting machines and mail in ballots have been keeping the
dark side to be in controlled. It is fake and it is controlled by the same dark money. To stop voter's fraud,
we have to required ID, same day voting, same day counting, no machines to flip the votes from paid and
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bought "ideal candidates". We saw this piece of fraud from many documentary movies. As new mayor, I
will organize with new leaders to advocate a voting system that is not controlled by the dark money! It
has to be the people's choice.

6) Community Based Economics: What economic policies, including

taxation and land use, would you propose that would drive capital into

our communities and keep that capital here for residents?

Ellen: Wake up San Francisco! We have NOT have a people government for about 20 years. I witnessed
the communism take over our government. When people forced to inject an experimental drug to keep
their job, we don't have a government.

We have dictators and tyrants in our government by abusing public money for their own agenda, to help
agenda 21, now agenda 2030, one world order government for the elites. Time for you SF people to learn:
https://timetofreeamerica.com/.

We SF has been fooled by the actresses and actors in our government. When leaders said, no vaccine
cards, no food, it is already governed by communism! When leaders welcome criminals through open
border, we don't have a city. When SF sanctuary city to shelter criminals, we don’t have a city!

As a new mayor, my team will reform the entire SF government system. We will give back the power to
the people, teach people to save taxes, keep their hard earn wages to feed their families, go on vacation
and to have fun. Out of the 13 mayoral candidates, I am the only one under how communism work, how
paid and bought practices in SF government, how sick and evil people raping our children and women, to
cover each other to be in office for life! Wake up Green Party! Wake up San Francisco! Vote for
righteousness. Vote for Ellen for mayor. Together, we will rebirth SF back that everyone feel safe, healthy
and joyful.

+ - ?

[ ] [ ] [ x ] Legislation limiting formula retail outlets/chain stores

[ ] [ ] [ x ] Conditional Use permit required for big box stores

[ ] [ ] [x ] Municipal broadband as a public utility

[ ] [ ] [ x ] Neighborhood cooperatives prioritized as a local supply chain for legalized marijuana

[ ] [ ] [ x ] I support recreational marijuana stores opening in my neighborhood

[ ] [ ] [ x ] Local hiring requirements should be enforced and expanded to include private projects

[ ] [ ] [ x ] Conversion of some golf courses into soccer fields

[ ] [ ] [ x ] Conversion of some golf courses into wild open space

[ ] [ ] [ x ] Prop 13 limits on tax increases should apply only to residential properties

[ ] [ ] [ x ] Commercial Rent Control
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[ ] [ ] [ x ] Transition all residential and small business rental

properties into not-for-profit trusts and co-ops

[ ] [ ] [ x ] Vacancy and flipping taxes on local small business property

[ ] [ ] [ x ] Transaction/Flipping taxes on all asset speculation to increase city budget

[ ] [ ] [ x ] San Francisco Public Bank by 2027

7) Feminism: Do you believe women are underrepresented in city

government? If so, why do you believe this is the case? Is this a

bad thing, and if so, what would you do to remedy the situation?

Ellen: The government is NOT the solution to our problems. The families supposed to be self-sustained.
But the globalists planned to destroy America for agenda 21. The government should stay out from our
lives, allow parents to be parents, allow children to be children. The more government involves, the
broken the family system. As your new mayor, I will end the Satanic system to save our children and
families. I am a woman of God. God gave me visions to transform SF back to God and God's love, allow
children to be free, learn free, use their God given creative skills.

Personal choice of medical care should NOT be influenced by SFDPH. Killing little human beings by
using our taxpayer funds is evil. It is public fraud to murder babies. There are always options for saving
lives, no need to murder them. I am mother with two children. I will not kill my babies or anyone else's
babies.

+ - ?

[ x ] [ ] [ ] The City should help SFUSD provide child care for children of working parents

[ x ] [ ] [ ] The DPH should provide reproductive health services

[ x ] [ ] [ ] Require parental consent for minors seeking an abortion

[ x ] [ ] [ ] Require parental notification for minors seeking an abortion

8) Respect for Diversity: Tell us what you believe are the best and the

worst aspects of San Francisco's diversity. How would you try to

protect the best while trying to change the worst?
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Ellen: SF leaders open their door to Satan for many years, telling the public there is no God when our
nation is One Nation under God. Our nation found by Godly people. Evil leaders using race to divide us.

It's time for SF to wake up from the lies we have been feeding by Satanic leaders. Ask how many leaders
in government now related to human trafficking? Drug trafficking? Having sex with minors? Ask each
one of them?

Many of the children confused by genderism. God made two genders. If you are gay or lesbian, still two
genders. But telling kids to cut their private part is evil, it is Satanic ritual. Wake up SF!

Anyone want to change their body to LBGTQX is a personal choice, but it has to be an adult first. Smoke
cigarretts must be 18 years old. Drinking alcohol must be 21. But why tranger under 12? Why?

Many of the kids later kill themselves because they can NOT reverse their body parts! We are facing a
spiritual battles in our society, good vs evil or evil good vs good evil.

+ - ?

[ x ] [ ] [ ] Multilingual government and public education

[ x ] [ ] [ ] Undocumented immigrants should have equal access to education and health care

[ ] [ ] [ x ] Non-citizen residents should be able to vote in all local elections

[ ] [ ] [ x ] Full rights for transgender persons

[ x ] [ ] [ ] Boards and commissions now reflect the ethnic diversity of San Francisco

[ x ] [ ] [ ] Boards and commissions now reflect the political diversity of San Francisco

[ x] [ ] [ ] My campaign reflects the diversity of San Francisco

[ x ] [ ] [ ] End Drag Queen Story Hour and K-12 School Education on Gender Spectrum
Differences

9) Global and Personal Responsibility:

A) What are your thoughts on the Board of Supervisors taking positions

on state, national and international issues?

Ellen: We see many life time career politicans who refused to let go of their power. SF governmeent has
been infotrated by the globalists, communists, maxists and anything but Americans. America values basic
on love and hope, government with integrity. Look what we see in SF city hall?
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If you are NOT democrats, you are not welcome, if you are a Trump supporter, you have not place in city
hall, if you opposed their wicked agenda such forcing covid19 vaccine to keep a job, they terminated your
job if not inject an experimental drug, calling me racism, names, etc.

My own experience with the city leaders inside city hall. I am mayoral candidate, but NOT allowed for
debates. The dark side keep telling the voters, only five people running for mayor.

The fact is, we have 53 mayoral candidates in the beginning. Now 13 qualified. SF will NOT be improved
unless we change party, change leadership and more people waking up to the agenda 2030!

Learn more about new policies to protect SF: www.MayorEllen.com The smaller the govenment, the
smaller social problem we have.

+ - ?

[ x] [ ] [ ] City government cooperating with the PATRIOT Act

[ x ] [ ] [ ] City government cooperating with ICE/Secure Communities

[ ] [ ] [ x ] City government should boycott Israel until it complies with UN resolutions

[ ] [ ] [ x ] SF supervisors should take a position on offshore oil drilling outside CA

[ ] [ ] [ x ] SF should refuse to purchase PG&E's nuclear power

B) Please describe how you make your political decisions. What is the

main basis for your decision making (e.g., consultation with your

constituents, political consultants, colleagues, unions, businesses,

donors, or your gut feelings)?

Ellen: My team will do public business accordng to public servant conducts. I've already identified teams
to rebirth SF with God's love, joy and peace. We will do thing differetly to live a FREE life, not like now
facing communism

democrat leaders. Many of the current leaders are no longer have common sense or follow the laws and
ethics, lack of moral.

+ - ?

[ x ] [ ] [ ] Fleet Week and the Blue Angels flyover

[ x ] [ ] [ ] JROTC in the public schools
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[ x ] [ ] [ ] In a severe recession, environmental regulations should be suspended to create jobs

[ x ] [ ] [ ] Business taxes are too high

10) Sustainability: What does the Transit First City Charter provision

mean to you? How has Transit First fared in recent years, and how would

you enforce that Charter Provision if elected?

Ellen: SF is NOT that big compare to many cities in Asia countries. SF has a problem with elected
officials, that most of them are in office for a show or a game or deliver their deals with the globalists.

In order for SF to revive, we must have new part, new leader to restore America values, love God, family
and country. But the situation in SF is about criminals running the government, collaborate with traitors of
the people.

Come to my website: I explained many issues in SF are man-made, destroyed by design. We have
criminal mind leaders working to make sure property owners can't collect rent, business can't open on
purpose, agenda 2030, communism 100%.. Unless SF people acted now, wake up now, otherwise, the
sinkhole gets bigger, no return if the same party and with dark money behind the scene.

+ - ?

[ ] [ ] [ x ] Muni should be funded sufficiently to replace most car use, and be free to the rider

[ ] [ ] [ x ] Downtown Transit Assessment Tax to support Muni

[ ] [ ] [ x ] Citywide Transit Assessment Tax to support Muni

[ ] [ ] [ x ] More weekend closures of streets in/near my neighborhood to cars (e.g., Car-Free
GGP)

[ ] [ ] [ x ] State law change that lets bicycles treat stop signs as yield signs and red lights as stop
signs

[ ] [ ] [ x ] I ride Muni, bicycle and/or walk instead of driving on a regular basis

[x ] [ ] [ ] Bus Rapid Transit expanded to all major transit corridors in SF

[ ] [ ] [ x ] Car hailing services like Uber and Lyft should be regulated as taxis, or banned

[ ] [ ] [ x ] Allow residents to park on the sidewalk without getting a ticket, unless their neighbors
complain

[ ] [ ] [ x ] Congestion pricing for parking

[ ] [ ] [ x ] Power more City vehicles using biofuels (e.g., corn-based ethanol)
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[ x ] [ ] [ ] Residents should be allowed to park in the street in front of their own driveway for
free

[ ] [ x ] [ ] Support expanding parking meter hours to include later evening hours and weekends

[ ] [ ] [ x ] Remove parking spots and car lanes to create dedicated bike and bus lanes or wider
sidewalks

Your positions on selected current and past Propositions:

Ellen: The below props are communism and globalism by design. SF has been slowly eating by Satan
and Satan leaders. If you don't believe me, take a tour to communism countries. It is all about big
government and bid government control. Illegal become legal. Evil become good. Good become evil.

In reality, SF has been lawless to immigration, police, public health and public safety. SF has NOT have a
people government for a long time. learn more about new policies to rebirth SF www.MayorEllen.com. I
am an immigrant and I came to America for American dream, with freedom, liberty and justice for all.

+ - ?

[ ] [ ] [ x ] March 2024 Prop E (More Police Chases)

[ ] [ ] [ x ] March 2024 Prop F (Drug Test Poor People)

[ ] [ ] [ x ] June 2022 Prop C (Recall Reform)

[ ] [ ] [ x ] June 2022 Prop H (Boudin Recall)

[ ] [ ] [ x ] Nov 2020 Prop G (16-17 y.o. voting, local elections)

[ ] [ ] [ x ] Nov 2020 Prop I (Real Estate Transfer Tax)

[ ] [ ] [ x ] June 2018 Prop F (Eviction Defense)

[ ] [ ] [ x ] June 2018 Prop H (Tasers for SFPD)

[ ] [ ] [ x ] Nov 2016 Prop D (Vacancy appointments)

[ ] [ ] [ x ] Nov 2016 Prop N (Non-citizen voting, school board)

[ ] [ ] [ x ] Nov 2016 Prop Q (Prohibiting tents on public sidewalks)
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[ ] [ ] [x ] Nov 2016 Prop 62 (Ending Death Penalty)

As your new San FranciscoMayor, I will
1. End slavery systems and human trafficking to protect children and
humanity.
2 . Let God Arise in government to cast out darkness and Make SF Safe and
Clean!
3. Create a free market for landlords and tenants, win-win to help both
parties.
4. New policies to benefit children, youth, students, parents, workers, residents
and business.
5. Redistribute resources to end homeless scam, heal homeless and drug
dealers /abusers.
6. Restore righteousness, hope and mercy to create a city with God’s love and
hope.
7. Resist globalism agenda 2030, no to One World Order government. Our city,
our choice.
8. Bring business back and create jobs to attack more tourists. (End
homeless)
9. Enforce the U.S. Constitution to reduce criminal activities.
10. Full staff to each department ensure the quality of life for San Franciscans.
11. Will work with all other 17 elected officials to restore common senses
policies. 
12. I will invite all candidates for November 2024 to work with my new
administration.
13. I am the only mayoral candidate understands how government functions
inside and outside, how deep state actresses and actors corrupt our public
tax dollars. I will fix these problems! Vote for me Ellen for Mayor on November
5, 2024. Thank you. Together, we will pay lower taxes and we will protect our
future! Money back to people! Love, Joy and Peace to San Franciscans!
www.MayorEllen.com

Due Date: Friday, June 21, 11:59 pm
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Please submit by email to cc@sfgreens.org. For more information, call

Barry Hermanson at 415-255-9494. Please return your answers in plain

text (not HTML, PDF, or Word format), so that we can post all

candidates' answers in the same format.

The SF Green Party will invite selected candidates who return

completed questionnaires on time to speak and answer questions at our

candidate forum and endorsement meeting. To be given time on our

agenda, each candidate needs at least three active Green Party members

to request their invitation. This will be a hybrid meeting, so

invited candidates may also speak with us via Zoom.

Our endorsement meeting is scheduled for Wed, June 26 from 6:30-9:30

pm at our office, 2973 16th St, #300, SF - note that this is across

the street from our old office in the Redstone Building. The first

two hours will be for interviews of selected candidates, and the last

hour will be for decision-making.

Completed questionnaires will be posted on our website,

https://sfgreenparty.org.
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